Full Waveform Inversion (FWI) is a promising high-resolution tomography model, but the conventional L2 formulation suffers from cycle-skipping issue. This has led to many propositions of alternative misfit functions to mitigate this problem in the literature. However, most of these propositions focus on this single issue. In this work, we propose some key properties that alternative misfit functions should satisfy for going toward real data application. It is acknowledged that for real data application, the classical L2 waveform misfit is still widely used. Through a review of the literature and simple numerical examples, we assess some key features of several alternative misfit functions formulated in the time domain. These tested alternative strategies mitigate the requirement of an accurate initial model but show significant limitations for their systematic use. Accordingly, future research in this direction is still required for finding a robust and efficient substitute to L2 waveform misfit. Introduction Full waveform inversion (FWI) is a seismic imaging method aiming at retrieving high-resolution subsurface model of the Earth, based on the complete information contained in seismic data. The standard approach relies on the minimization, in the least-square sense, of the difference between the observed and the synthetic data (see Virieux and Operto, 2009 , for a review). This distance measure is inherently affected by the phase ambiguity, known as cycle-skipping when the synthetic data are shifted by more than half a period compared to the observed ones, leading to a non-convex misfit function. One conventional approach to limit cycle-skipping is to rely on a frequency-continuation multiscale approach (Bunks et al., 1995) , from low to high frequencies. However, the lowest available frequency might not be low enough to constrain the problem well. This lack of low-frequency information might not be compensated by the knowledge of an accurate enough initial model. The cycle-skipping issue has therefore been a difficult topic which led to a significant number of alternative misfit functions propositions in the literature. These propositions are often tested on synthetic models and compared to the usual differencebased misfit. However, only a few of these propositions have been tested and assessed on real data, considering all the difficulties of real data inversion. Indeed, cycle-skipping robustness is not the only feature that needs to be considered for an alternative misfit functions. In this work, we try to identify and highlight key features that need to be taken into account when designing and testing alternative misfit functions. As an illustration, we test few propositions from the literature to identify their limits.
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Key features of misfit functions
Alternative misfit functions are often proposed to mitigate the cycle-skipping effect in FWI. Tejero et al. (2015) propose a comparison of misfit functions. However, this comparison is only focused on cycleskipping sensitivity property. In this work, we want to highlight the fact that cycle-skipping is not the only key features that misfit functions should honor. Here we propose to define several main key features that should provide a more accurate comparison between misfit functions and also assess their limits.
• Convexity for time delay: this property is directly associated with the cycle-skipping robustness, and is the main motivation for many propositions of alternative misfit functions. Ideally, we would like to go toward a convex misfit function for all time shift, but many functions are only able to enlarge the basin of attraction of the global minimum.
• Polarity sensitivity: this property ensures the sensitivity of impedance contrasts that are visible through the reflected parts of the signal. It also allows ensuring the sensitivity to the source signature (phase). As soon as a new observable considers the absolute value or the square value of the signal, this property is lost.
• Noise sensitivity: sensitivity to noise accumulation or destructive stack. Depending on the observable formula, the noise of the signal can be either accumulated or kept untouched, leading to different behavior in inversion, a crucial point for real data applications.
• Resolution: ability to extract information up to the optimal resolution of half a wavelength. This property is strongly associated with the shape of the misfit function and its flatness near the minimum.
• Process multi-arrivals: without generating cross-talk, this feature also includes the requirement to address data without any knowledge and interpretation on the number of events.
• Complex tuning: is the design of the misfit function automatic, or does it require specific and expert tuning? It is preferable to handle misfit function which does not rely on human expertise.
Assessement of the key features
Assessing the behavior of misfit functions to these key properties should be done in two main ways:
(1) testing each property with a specific canonical synthetic test, well designed for this purpose; (2) combining all the difficulties on some calibrated real data examples. In this work, we limit ourself to the first part, by gathering information and conclusion from the literature, and by analyzing few simple examples. Table 1 is gathering our most significant findings for several misfit functions. Our canonical example results are displayed on Figures 1, 2 and 3. The first test ( Figure 1 ) is a 1D time shift test, which focuses mainly on the cycle-skipping behavior, while also considering the ability to deal with multi-arrival and a slight noise. A reference signal is built from five Ricker wavelets and white noise. The "synthetic" data is built by time shifting three of these wavelets, while two are supposed to be already fitted. The second test (Figure 2 ) is built upon a 2D cross-holes acquisition, with a circular anomaly in the middle. This test focuses on cycle-skipping in transmission regime while also considering the resolution feature. The third test (Figure 3 ) is built upon a 2D surface acquisition configuration, with a one-layer model. This test focuses on the reflected energy and the ability to detect impedance contrast through the polarity of waves. 
Normalized Integration
Method (Liu et al., 2011; Donno et al., 2013) Convex valley for all time-shifts (Figure 1 ), no local minima.
Polarity information lost in the squared signal (Figure 3) .
Accumulate noise in the integral of squarred signal, leading to accumulated errors with time.
Slight loss of resolution
The polarity and noise behavior might explain why this alternative has not been shown to work on real data?
Log of Hilbert envelope (Bozdag et al., 2011) Convex valley for all time-shifts (Figure 1 ), no local minima.
Polarity information lost in the envelope observable.
Quite sensitive to background noise with tradeoff between noise and the required constant for sabilisation. The broad an flat misfit shape should lead to a lower resolution than conventional FWI (Figure 1 ). Time ( Figure 3 Inversion results for L 2 waveform misfit, Instantaneous Envelope (IE L 2 ) and Normalized Integration Method (NIM) on two reflection-oriented setups. The inital model is an homogenous velocity background (Vp = 1500m/s). The first and second lines display the results when the true model contains a lower velocity layer (1400m/s) and higher velocity layer (1600m/s), respectively. Only the L 2 waveform misfit is here able to retreive the correct impedance contrast, thanks to its sensitivity to wave polarity.
Conclusion
Alternative misfit functions to mitigate FWI sensitivity to cycle-skipping is today a significant research trend in FWI. However, most of the proposed alternatives are often associated with other issues, which are not always well identified in the literature. In this work, we try to identify some key features that should be considered when designing and testing misfit functions. These properties are quite important, in particular for applications to real data, for which most of the applications are still relying on conventional L 2 misfit.
